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DOLORES WATER CONSERVANCY DISTRICT 
WATER ACTIVITY ENTERPRISE 

________________________________________ 
 

MINUTES 
Regular Meeting 
June 10, 2021 

________________________________________ 
 
CALL TO ORDER Bruce Smart, President, called the meeting to order at 7:01 PM   
 

ROLL CALL Bruce Smart, President 
 Simon Martinez, Vice President 

Don Schwindt, Secretary-Treasurer 
 Godwin Oliver, Director 
 Wes Wilson, Director 
 Sheldonna Z. Ives, Director-Via Teleconference 
 Glen Fish, Director 

Ken Curtis, General Manager 
 Rob Walker, Maintenance Supervisor-Via Teleconference 

Eric Sprague, DWCD Engineering Tech – Via Teleconference 
 Gina Espeland, Admin Assistant Accounting 
 Adam Reeves, Attorney 
 Robert Stump, Bureau of Reclamation  
   
 
INTRODUCTION OF GUESTS Via Telephone/Teleconference 
 
Ed Warner, Bureau of Reclamation, Tom Fowlds, Bureau of Reclamation; Brandon Johnson, 
General Manager, MVIC; Ed Millard, Montezuma County/IBCC/SWBRT; Rich Landreth, City of 
Cortez; Abdel Berrada, Full Service Irrigator; and Steve Garcher, Dolores County Commissioner 
 
 
MINUTES   
 
APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES  
 
MOTION: TO APPROVE THE MINUTES AS SUBMITTED FOR THE MAY 13, 2021 

ENTERPRISE MEETING. 
 

MOTION: WES WILSON 
SECOND: GLEN FISH 
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 

 
 

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
 
Glen asked if Western Weather was the LIDAR ASO flights.  Ken stated no that they are the WM cloud 
seeders. 
 
MOTION: TO APPROVE THE APRIL ’21 FINANCIAL STATEMENT AND APPROVE THE 

STATEMENT OF PAYABLES AS PRESENTED. 
  
O&M: AP/CHECK #39460-39509 & PR/CHECK #124638-124662 

$174,927.06 
   

MOTION: GLEN FISH 
SECOND: SIMON MARTINEZ 
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY.  

 
 
 
 



O&M REPORT – Rob reported the following: 

 
Operations and Maintenance for May 
 
Rob reported that it has been a busy week and a lot has changed in a week since writing his report.  
All of the plants, canals and infrastructure have been running smooth for the last month. We had 
another lateral leak in Cahone last week but luckily it was PVC and we were able to repair it in 24 
hours. We’ve been installing more M&I’s and the Field Techs have been checking meter readings 
along with their other duties and are checking again today to see where we are at with irrigators.  
The crew has been keeping the boom truck busy pulling weeds and Frank’s been treating the 
Towaoc Highline Canal. 
 
We’ve all been watching the supply numbers close to determine our canal storage strategy for the 
end of the season. Our current plan is to store water at Dove Creek, Ruin Canyon and on Reach 1.          
 
We’ll start canal maintenance once we shut down Great Cut. The canal downstream of Fairview will 
be reshaped and tire mats added. We’ll also be mucking the canal from Fairview back to Great Cut. 
 
We’ve ordered some industrial pipe wrap made from an epoxy coating and a fiberglass wrap for 
quicker and stronger lateral pipe repair. We are fabricating a test situation with all of the different 
pipe types we have in the field. It can be used on asbestos pipe and concrete pipe.  We’re building 
sections of pipe that will be purposely damaged, wrapped with the Pow-R Wrap and pressurized to 
200 psi and observed for a few days. If the test is successful, we will start using the wrap on repairs 
during the season and we’ll also start reinforcing areas that haven’t failed yet but are of concern.   
 
Power Plants 
 
Gary talked with Lane Electric today and replacing the MPP generator is scheduled for the end of 
June. We will have the new roof hatch installed right after the generator.  The installation of the 
McPhee Power Plant generator has been postponed due to Lane Electric’s schedule and we are in 
no hurry.  
 
Towaoc Power Plant averaged 115 CFS.  
 
Great Cut Intake Channel dredging 
 
We’ve been meeting with the BOR and Woods Canyon Archaeological Consultants about the 
permits and field work required for our dredging operation permit. We have meetings set up next 
week with Woods.  Crews will go out Tuesday with the boat and sound the sloughs.  We want a 
better idea of how deep it is.  Top of slough is at 6858 and we know it doesn’t go all the way across.  
Robert and Ken have been pushing for a quick turnaround and we hope to start dredging the first 
week in August. The outcome of the archaeological study and required permits will determine which 
of our plans we act on to avoid archaeological sites.   We want to leave the discharge material in the 
lake.  They will ship the dredge out on a semi-trailer that cannot be backed into the channel.  We will 
transfer to another trailer that will take it to McPhee boat ramp and launch.  We don’t want to back 
the trailer off of 6850, the bottom of ramp.  House Creek boat ramp may be longer and lower and we 
are also looking at the end of Road X depending on lake elevation.  Road X would be by the 
channel.  More meetings come up soon.   
 
Last week we lost power on South Canal for 3 days Sunday at 3 AM.  Pleasant View and Sandstone 
went down and it was underground powerline.  It was just upstream of Sandstone 1800’ section of line 
and our crew exposed the splices in that section and they looked great.  WAPA was leery of cutting it 
open, and wanted to keep testing the line.  With Ken’s approval we contacted Empire and told WAPA’s 
Montrose supervisor that we didn’t have a week to do testing.  Empire ran a new line 1800 feet and 
did the tie in for us and WAPA was on site the whole time and were up and running Tuesday night at 
9pm.  Rob commended Empire on their expertise and quick response.  There will be a lot more 
discussion, gathering notes and time spent on it.  Ken will discuss with Rob Manders in Montrose on 
costs.  Rob will keep everyone updated. 
 
 
WATER MANAGEMENT REPORT 
 
Water Accounting – Ken stated that he was not going through the inches and block summary that 
were mailed out.  The pools don’t make sense because of the flexible leasing allowed this year.  Ken 
had a packet to hand out of other water information.  Runoff is still not set so we continue to update 
the water summaries.  The next is the fish pool of downstream release rates.  The changes will be 
important to include in the year end summary.  These electronic files are where the information is 
stored and we might need to do something different to document the changes.  The chart on the 
Great Cut intake channel, is a profile line and we have checked in past years and it doesn’t go all the 
way across the channel and have verified it before, but may not be precise.  It does have the 
potential to cause problems at the end of the year, especially to MVIC deliveries through Great Cut.  
We will probably end up closer to the 70% exceedance versus the 90%.  Rob’s crew will go out 
Tuesday to define the high point and verify the extent.   
 



Don asked on what intervals will the sounding show.  Ken stated that it was done about every 100 
feet historically.  We will get several cross sections of the channel, all the way across to better define 
the high problem area.  Don was concerned about flows that could pass the blockage.  We are not 
sure if the high point is eroding or sluicing as it gets lower.  You don’t ever see the channel flow hard 
and fast as it has depth and width allowing to flow slowly.  The permitting schedule is driving things 
and it will get clearer with every meeting as we move forward.   
 
Inflow/Outflow – Ken stated that May Inflow/outflow showed the reservoir going up from 6866 to 
6870 and mostly for MVIC.  Dolores River is finally coming up and had multiple peaks, a few days 
over 800 CFS.  The 22nd flows were driven by a storm.  The river jumped and it could have been rain 
or snowmelt runoff or a combination.  The Ute Farm pulled water off alfalfa fields at the end of the 
month and then they never break 10 cfs.  MVIC hit a peak in the middle of May and they were 
starting slow.  We haven’t set any temperature records in April or May keeping diversions low.  Dove 
Creek Canal started late and then it got going using the bulk of their water (59%) by the end of May.  
Fishery numbers were at 10 CFS through May.  Narraguinnep was stored in McPhee which helps 
elevations.  June Inflow/Outflow just broke elevation 6871 and only gained a half of a foot.  The 
inflow is starting to match the outflow with McPhee turning down.  We are less than half of normal 
runoff, but the pattern came down similar to normal though came in low.  Ute Farm diversions broke 
10cfs one day and then down just for watering some corn.  MVIC continued steady use over 400 
CFS.  Not a lot of hay cutting until the beginning of the month and some just starting.  MVIC filled the 
Totten exchange.  The Dove Creek Canal is going to run out late next week or the week after, near 
the last week of June.  In the Dove Creek Canal, we will be holding water for the Town of Dove 
Creek.  They are starting to cut up north and are at about 87% of total use, but we can’t see the 
change in flows as clearly as most years.  We have our estimate on the M&Is included.  Below 
McPhee and the fish pool continues at 10 CFS.  Runoff is up to 62,000 AF right now.  It is hard to tell 
how the recession will flatten out.  We think that runoff totals will be coming in close to the 71,000 or 
the 70% exceedance.  Then it is up to the dredge for the final deliveries.   
 
Robert Stump has been working diligently leading the permitting and NEPA for dredging.  DWCD did 
have to hire Woods Archeology and they finished up field work today.  There is a significant work up 
report to be completed.  Ken asked about what they know, versus the final report.  So, we have a 
meeting set up on Monday to review fieldwork and then the paperwork shouldn’t take a lot of review.   
 
Robert stated that we will meet with Woods Archeological on Monday to coordinate the archeology 
with the dredging plan.  The mitigating plan for SHPO for the cultural and if they can complete it by 
Friday, then will get us close to the 21st.  SHPO gets thirty days to review.  We will submit to Corps 
of Engineers close to the same time.  We had a preliminary meeting with the Corps several weeks 
ago.  It is a simultaneous review and then get the dredge going around August 1st.  A lot of the area 
is in the FS jurisdiction and they have the lead on the archeology.  We have been working with them, 
but we decided to hire it out to Woods to speed things up.  The FS remain a consulting party.  FS 
reached out to SHPO with the original plan.  Sites weren’t completed mitigated when the Project was 
constructed and they want us to fully establish the boundaries of the archaeological sites before they 
concur on no affect to archeology.  They have moved to a Class II Block Survey and looking at for 
eligible sites and avoid sites and establish boundaries for the ineligible sites and get a concurrence 
with SHPO.  It is a little more work up front, but hopefully will save us time on the end.  Ken said we 
will order the dredge up the day of the permit submittal.  One key is to get the dredge on the water 
before having the permit in hand.   
 
Don asked when Woods is going to finish their work.  Robert said that they have finished the field 
work and need to complete the desk top research and write the report.  With the meeting on 
Monday, they can verbally tell us what they found and expect to include in the report.  The dredge 
that they are getting is good that you can run low and get close.  We will dredge GC channel down to 
6850’ elevation, the original grade, with the intake at 6852 elevation.  Ken stated that we hope not to 
haul it off, 80% solids and if that it is required, it will be later in the year.  The issue is timing of the 
dredge and Ken is sure that there will be challenges.  The sediment estimates are about 13,000 
cubic yards of material.  We will hit the hump first and then go back and clean the whole channel.  
Robert has done a lot of coordinating and mapping doing good work coordinating the permit.  We 
just started having conversations with Brandon last week.  We are trying to keep everyone informed.  
Brandon stated that MVIC is pulling 226 CFS out of Great Cut today.  We will continue to have 
regular meetings to keep everyone updated and informed.  Brandon mentioned some ideas about 
helping increase flows to sluice when closer and how they might use GH water to support elevations. 
 
 
Ute Farm & Ranch Lease Rate – Ken stated that he is not sure where to go with this.  Ed is working 
on the contract requests from the Ute Mountain Ute Tribe, but nothing is resolved.  Simon stated that 
nothing has been set from Reclamation and it is the Board ‘s call on the price for what they receive.  
It is the Board’s decision.  Simon said that he has been asked to abstain from the vote on what 
happens with Ute Farm and Ranch.  Godwin asked why Ken mentioned waiting to establish the price 
until the end of the year.  Ken stated that in the normal case of business it would have been a done 
deal with price set back in May.  Ken used the term commensurate because we adjusted the FSA 
price, but not sure if they should pay full price.  Because the Full Service are paying more than 
normal, but we did do something for the Full Service and moved base charge over to delivery.  Ken’s 
not sure what is proportionate and hasn’t thought it through enough to make a good 
recommendation.  Don said he didn’t know where we are going to go with the conversation, but he 



sees the need for serious discussion with Reclamation.  We have to be very cautious and so he is 
weighing in to support waiting until fall.  We need to be serious and very cautious in discussing with 
Reclamation.  Don said we need a sense of Reclamation before he would be ready and is willing to 
wrestle with it this fall.  Ken said to Godwin’s point that if a decision doesn’t have to be made 
immediately, he pushes it down the road until he has more information.  We know we have a budget 
adjustment coming, but haven’t needed it yet.  Godwin stated that he feels the same way and need 
to get as much information as possible before we make a decision.  Adam stated that when you 
have a lease with an open price term it’s a little tricky.  It would be better to bound it with prices, a 
low and high to determine a range.  That way Simon knows the range that he is looking at and 
should have some bounds on it.  Don said that is good advice and a should have a targeted number.  
Godwin asked about setting a tentative price subject to negotiation.  Adam stated that you should 
have lower and upper number and make the range big, but don’t leave it open ended. 
 
Godwin stated that what if we set $25.00 and 33.17?  Simon stated that he doesn’t have much to 
add, but would appreciate looking at what Godwin suggested around 25 to $33.17.  Wes asked if 
they are paying on the rest on other costs, if this is a base charge?  Ken discussed some THC costs 
that UF&R will pay in addition to dollars/AF under discussion.  They are paying roughly $460,000 for 
the regular THC charges and this is just the rate that the Board sets for leased water.   
 
The Board discussed when to revisit, should they set a fixed date.  Adam stated by the end of the 
business year should work. 
 
MOTION: TO SET PRICING ON UTE FARM AND RANCH LEASE BETWEEN $25.00 - 

$35.00 AND WILL MAKE THE FINAL PRICE DETERMINATION BY THE END OF 
THE YEAR. 

 
 
  MOTION: GODWIN OLIVER 
  SECOND: WES WILSON 
  MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY WITH SIMON MARTINEZ ABSTAINING. 
 
 
 
ADJOURNMENT Dolores Water Conservancy District Water Activity Enterprise Board meeting 

adjourned at 8:07 PM 
 
 
 
_______________________________ _______________________________ 
Donald W. Schwindt, Secretary-Treasurer Bruce Smart, President 

  



These written minutes represent the general discussion of the DWCD Board of Directors, DWCD 
staff, and participants at the DWCD board meeting, and they include a record of any and all board 

actions taken at the meeting.  The written minutes are not intended to provide a word-for-word 
account of the board meetings.  Nor are they a direct quote of any statements offered at board 

meetings.  All DWCD board meetings are recorded on audio tape. 

 
DOLORES WATER CONSERVANCY DISTRICT 

________________________________________ 
 

MINUTES 
Regular Meeting 
June 10, 2021 

_________________________________________ 
 
CALL TO ORDER Bruce Smart, President, called the meeting to order at 8:07 PM  
 
ROLL CALL Bruce Smart, President 
 Simon Martinez, Vice President 
 Don Schwindt, Secretary-Treasurer 
 Godwin Oliver, Director 
 Wes Wilson, Director 
 Sheldonna Z. Ives, Director-Via Teleconference 
 Glen Fish, Director 

Ken Curtis, General Manager 
 Rob Walker, Maintenance Supervisor-Via Teleconference 

Eric Sprague, DWCD Engineering Tech 
 Gina Espeland, Admin Assistant Accounting 
 Adam Reeves, Attorney 
 Robert Stump, Bureau of Reclamation 
   
INTRODUCTION OF GUESTS Via Telephone/Teleconference 
 
Ed Warner, Bureau of Reclamation, Tom Fowlds, Bureau of Reclamation; Brandon Johnson, General 
Manager, MVIC; Ed Millard, Montezuma County/IBCC/SWBRT; Rich Landreth, City of Cortez, Abdel 
Berrada, Full Service Irrigator 
 
MINUTES  
 
APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES  
 
MOTION: TO APPROVE THE MINUTES AS SUBMITTED FOR THE MAY 13, 2021, REGULAR 

MEETING AND MAY 13, 2021, EXECUTIVE SESSION. 
 

MOTION:  DON SCHWINDT 
SECOND: GODWIN OLIVER 
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY   
 

 
 
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
 
 
MOTION: TO APPROVE THE APRIL ‘21 FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND APPROVE THE 

STATEMENT OF PAYABLES AS PRESENTED. 
 
 ADMIN: AP/CHECK #11672-12011 
 

     $2,603.77 
 

MOTION:  SIMON MARTINEZ 
SECOND: WES WILSON 
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 

 
 
AGENCY REPORTS 

 
BOR Report – Robert Stump stated that dredging that was covered in the Enterprise meeting.  The 
last fixed speed pumps have been refurbished and this completes the contract.  He is working on 
helping complete the next project package to proceed to contract.  Ed Warner and Tom Foles are 
working on BOR assistance under the terms of the Ute Water Rights Settlement to provide financial 
assistance. 
 



Ed stated that he will talk later on the drought and he stated that he can comment on the Colorado 
River discussions and what Reclamation is doing. 
 
 
Division of Water Resources Report: There was no report for CDWR. 
 
 
T/H Committee Report 
 
Godwin reported that the THC Committee met on May 19, 2021 1) The Committee paid DWCD and 
MVIC bills.  Since it will be a short water season the committee is going to work on the canal and 
catch up the worklist. 
 
Next T/H Meeting – The Committee will meet at the DWCD, Cortez Office June 16, 2021 at 2:00 
p.m. 
 
 
MVIC Report 
 
Brandon reported that 1) MVIC had maintenance and lots of issues, most of them on the Lone Pine, 
2 PRV problems that spilled some water.  It took 9 hours for the PRV repairs.  2) MVIC is going 
forward with the Groundhog guard gates and bids went out on May 20th.  There will be 
preconstruction meeting, Monday at MVIC’s office.  Bidding closes on July 2nd.  There have been 10 
bidders interested.  Later he hopes to clear up schedule timing and firm up on the Groundhog 
releases.  3) Did win the culvert case with the county.  4) Received $900,000 through the Farm Bill 
EQIP for the Goodland Ditch. 5) Cutting system wide, but are still at the 420/430 CFS range. 6) 
McElmo has been pulling at the beginning of the year from Totten and have slacked off due to hay 
cutting.   
 
 
GENERAL MANAGERS REPORT 
 

Board to Board – June 15, 7:00PM, DWCD:  No Board to Board set for June. 

Colorado River Compact Issues, Drought Contingency Planning, Demand Management – 
Ongoing Work on Policy/Strategy Framework:  One article and TNC White Paper included in mail 
out.  Ken mentioned that the white paper uses public numbers to get at current conditions and 
problems.  It shows where the published numbers are from without going through the intricate 
modeling.  It highlights the pressures and recommends changes which still have to be negotiated.  
Don commented that the questions that they asked are of value for the Board to review.  Don stated 
that the Board should discuss in Executive Session and decide if they want to take a public position 
on some of the issues.  Don stated that he doesn’t mind stating that he personally thinks the 
Secretary should get the Powell power problem out of the discussion.  Adam stated that it is okay to 
have a personal opinion in open session, but to reserve negotiating positions for executive session.  
Ken highlighted two more recent articles on growth in AZ.  Don commented that the UB needs to 
discuss new supplemental augmentation supplies like to the front range as was brought up last 
month.  Given the dire Reclamation 24-month study and resounding PR campaign, some more talk 
on DWCD positions on side boards and related issues may be appropriate over the next few 
months.  Don talked about all the consumptive uses from grass to environmental with an analogy to 
Japanese gardens and said we need to manage much closer in future CR discussions.  We have to 
wrestle with all of life’s amenities.  Don spoke of the current push to increase RICD protections.  The 
2007 IG renegotiations are apparently going slow, but the pressure on using less CR water remains, 
DM being one form of less use.  CWCB framework is very slow moving.  I believe some pilot project 
pressure may continue.  We might want to emphasize certain points towards CWCB in coordination 
with SWCD. As I do not have anything worked up, we can start with a discussion to consider Board 
focal points for the near term.  

Another article was “Amid Dire CO River Outlook” handed out.  Brad Udall had called this out 
several years ago.  The ICS helped Mead in the short term, but was always a deferred use.  The 
article mentions Mead going lower and say it is a short-term answer.  No one knows what it means 
to pull out the ICS.  Is there potential for gaming the releases from Powell?  Don reiterated his 
recommendation to remove the power problem from the discussion. 

Another article is “Coming to Terms with the Reality of the Lower Colorado River Basin’s Future 
Water Use” written by a former AZ water manager.  Another article was written by Brian Richter 
about leaving water in the river.  Also, an article on farm conservation funding. 

Ed stated that he looks forward to reading the articles.  Ed stated that he does have personal 
opinions, but he will instead share what the Upper Colorado Basin Region is doing.  The new 
Regional Director is Wayne Pullan and he will share Reclamation’s position.  Ed stated that at the 
first chance we will get him down here.  CO River in general with the lower basin, drought operations 
agreement and the interim guidelines there is a lot going on.  The rhetoric is going to be ramping up 
over the next few years.  Messaging is a big part and we are talking about Reclamation which has 



been sensitive that the states are leading the conversations with their citizens so Reclamation is 
being guarded.  Ed stated Reclamation started drought operations with the states since forecasts 
show the possibility of Powell going below 3525 feet.  Originally just the minimum probable levels 
are projected to go below the 3525.  Reclamation started discussions with the States and other 
Federal projects.  Now the most probable may go below 3525.  They are looking at plans under the 
drought operations how the upper CRSP units would make releases to keep Powell up.  Flaming 
Gorge is the biggest of those and most of the water would likely come from there.  Don asked about 
the 3 big reservoirs, Aspinall and Navajo in particular.  Its annual operation plans to find water to 
move down.  With this particular water year, what has it done to their levels, is it changing the 
quantity available?  Ed stated that he can’t give a good answer on this as there are differences of 
opinion going back to the original negotiations.  Releases have to be within the base environmental 
flow ranges and the contractual agreements to sell water, both of which are sacrosanct.  What type 
of water and how much would be available from those units?  It is a timing thing and how much as it 
all goes to Powell eventually.  Start with what’s going down currently.  Then what flexibility in the 
Records of Decisions (RODS) and other arrangements do you have with all available water?   
Flaming Gorge ROD is a lot tighter than others.  The base flows from Navajo which has no peaks, 
releases between 500-1000 CFS.  Reclamation normally operates releasing 500 CFS on a regular 
basis to save water.  There is the flexibility of releasing up to 1000 CFS until November when 
irrigation shuts off, if you have the water in the reservoir.  There is difference of opinion on what 
should be done with Lake Powell.  Reclamation currently trying to keep above 3525’.  Looking at the 
DROWA it is not just Colorado, but the whole west.  You then get into balancing.  Because of tiering, 
they have shifted because there are certain things that have to be done by December under the 
Interim Guidelines.    Other groups may have different priorities, but Ed can say that Reclamation is 
preparing for the Interim Guidelines renegotiation.  They have set up teams in the Upper Region, 
one team for (DROWA), an Executive Committee, an interim Guidelines team and an Operations 
team.  There is a team to deal with Native Americans on this issue.  Ernie is the Regional Native 
American affairs coordinator and he will be based in the Cortez office when things get back to 
normal.  Bureau of Reclamation is hiring a person to answer to Reclamation Chief Engineer, Deputy 
Commissioner in Washington and both Upper and Lower Regional Directors.  They will be leading 
the Interim Guidelines teams.  Stay tuned, they are big issues, just like water supply here locally.  Ed 
has been using the Dolores and Mancos Projects when talking to the Washington staff as they have 
the worst supplies.  These are some things that they are doing.  He likes what Don is saying and 
DWCD needs to get your voice heard at the State and band together with other users to address the 
issues.  These discussions are going to be going on for the long term.  They are long term issues.  
He hopes to have more open discussions go through Reclamation and the State.  Reclamation 
getting teams and plans together to address all these issues.   

Wes asked if there are any other districts in the West that are as bad as the Dolores/Mancos 
Projects.  Ed stated that some have flopped back in forth, but it gets better the farther north you go.  
Ed had no specific ones that are worse, Lemon at 35%, Vallecito better.  SW Colorado the worst 
area in Colorado.  Don stated that Klamath in Oregon is as bad this year and so is Westland in 
California.  Ed reiterated that the drought/water issues are west wide, but to be careful about 
unintended consequences.   

The Board thanked Ed for coming down to the meeting.  Ed stated every one of his districts is 
dealing with these issues and wanting to know if and how Reclamation can help.  Don stated that we 
need the forest health water.  Don also mentioned Plateau could be useful storage to be discussed 
as it is upstream. 

Steve Garchar, Dolores County Commissioner commented that Dagan Chadd was appointed to 
Southwest Board for Dolores County as replacement for Doug Stowe.  Steve reported that they are 
still working on the lower Dolores NCA and ran into some issues with the road in the plan area.  
Bennet’s office has been busy.  Dolores County thinks it is about protecting the water rights.  We 
don’t want to lose anymore to federal actions.  Dolores and San Miguel counties are still moving 
forward and hope to keep land use decisions local.  Dolores County and San Miguel County will 
respect the industrial issues along those corridors including CO2 & uranium.  No questions for 
Steve.  When they have a finalized document, they will be putting it out for comment.  Steve stated 
that the feel that an NCA is better than a federal Wild and Scenic designation.  Bruce thanked Steve 
for talking with us.  Ken stated that Dolores County did provide an emergency drought declaration to 
us.  

SWBRT 2021 BIP Update:  The most recent materials are included in your mail out packet.  The 
subcommittee met Monday June 7.  Ken thought the Goals were in good shape and then they got off 
track.  On the lower Dolores we have talked about the threats from small mouth bass for years.  
They are also a problem to the endangered species recovery programs.  We did have push back on 
killing fish and told we just can’t target one fish.  We got into an argument and Ken was not happy 
about the meeting and putting the issue in with the watershed health where we had mentioned the 
effort to remove tamarisk.  CPW thought we shouldn’t only target SMB, but go into water issues.  He 
thinks it is going to come back.  Volume 1 is not available to look at until CWCB reviews.  Volume 2 
is more a story map.  Each basin will have to talk about their own issues.  Not going as smooth as 
he expected and we will have to do some pushing back.  Don asked if Greg Black is still helping.  
Ken stated that he hasn’t been at these subcommittees, but had not originally volunteered for it.  We 
had a regular meeting in April and next regular meeting will be in July.  Ken asked about the new 
representative from SW, Amy Huff and she may be helpful.  Ken stated that Don should take a look 



at the goals and so should SW.  Ken was surprised to be arguing with CPW about the non- native 
predator species.   

Legislation Update – Federal & State:  The big issue at CWC was on bills making it through on 
forest health and projects.  Water wise people were happy until recently.  The Dredge and Fill is not 
going to pass and instead they were going to put through a penalty bill, which didn’t pass either.  We 
can’t slam the door on all activity.  They will pass a penalty bill with no permit process involved.  We 
will want to monitor the interim water committee meeting in August.  The legislature did pass the 
farm workers’ bill that required the minimum wage of $12.32/hour and overtime for ag workers as 
well as required meal breaks and no short-handled tools be used.  Ken thinks that it is directed 
towards vegetable and orchard workers.  The sponsors came from Boulder and Denver area instead 
of farm areas.  Ken said that there were improvements based on input from SWCD and others.  Don 
stated that he was surprised that they got SW to oppose versus just monitoring.    Don stated that 
the thing to pay attention to is who is making the rule making, Department of Labor and if 
Department of Ag may have influence in that area.  We might want to push Kate Greenberg in that 
area.  The other big one is the State Public Agencies are going to have to analyze the greenhouse 
gas from construction funded at the state level.  This could affect Roundtable grants.  Another one 
discussed at SWCD is a push to have a ballot issue that reduces property taxes on ag, residential 
and green power properties.  Early projections will take 18-20% off of school district revenue, which 
will be backfilled by the state, but he’s not sure how it will affect special districts, like us.  Ken stated 
that the booklets on the 30x30 are available on the back table.  America the Beautiful booklet that 
Ken read wasn’t very enlightening.  He can print it off if anyone wants one.  SW had a good 
discussion about their revised demand management policy which Ken will bring back next month as 
it was just finalized today.  Steve Wolff is the new SW GM.  The demand management policy is on 
the website and comments are welcome.  Going forward they will have a dialogue and outreach with 
local water users.  Steve is part time until July until he moves.  Ken intends to invite to our meeting 
down the road.   

Drought Related Updates:  DWCD and UMUT released a press release that was picked up by local 
reporters, and more work being done through KSJD.  The federal delegation received it to be kept 
informed.  The UMUT and both counties declared emergency drought disaster declarations which 
leads to a request from Governor Polis to BOR, which is in progress.  Ken working with Christine on 
that.  Robert, Rob & I provided current updates on dredging earlier.  Outside of dredging which 
Robert is helping with the permitting, we also requested financial assistance for the dredging costs.  
WAPA has said they will only charge for the actual power used on the demand side versus the 
normal minimums.  We also had a financial request to consider the deferment on a BOR payment.  
Don asked where Ken was reading from and he answered it was the letter to Reclamation from last 
month.  The Ute Farm and Ranch has different contract clauses that might be able to help them.  We 
also mentioned the potential use of inactive capacity, review of “ability to pay” and other assistance 
that would fit in Reclamation authority.  The Drought Act recommends WaterSmart grants, well 
drilling and water leasing.  So that is why are request was broader, can you help us to pay costs on 
the dredging.  Don said he would like to bring up a request from the new Dolores Rep on SWCD, 
who is the water treatment operator.  He brought up the need for assistance for the Dove Creek 
storage to get a new small reservoir storage to get them through until next year.  Wes said that Dove 
Creek as a town is trying to build a reservoir for raw water storage.  Currently they are working 
through DOLA for money.  Don asked if they could request financial assistance from Reclamation for 
it.  Ken asked if he could connect Dove Creek Town Mayor and Robert Stump together for that 
discussion.  Adam stated that there may be funds available through the state and counties from the 
American Recovery Act. 

Ed stated that we talked about the logistics of dredging and Robert could discuss what we are 
exploring for funding.  To fall under the drought response we need to have the Governor’s 
declaration of drought emergency.  Ed talked to CWCB and the NRCS drought monitor with 
Secretarial declaration doesn’t work.  Ken is working with the people around here.  If you can get 
that, there is potential of getting some money if you do it fast enough within contracting time frames.  
It was asked if Reclamation can reimburse DWCD.  Robert Stump said under the drought act 
funding requires Reclamation do the work through force account.  Getting the delegation of authority 
to spend the money will be well into the dredging project.  Getting a contract can take a while and so 
we are exploring what we can do with the contracting office.  Continuing to explore, but the time 
frame is not working and haven’t found any authority to reimburse the District, but he will continue to 
explore.  Robert stated that it is worth taking a look at.  Ed stated that on the ability to pay he’s 
checking on what the process is.  Ed stated that he doesn’t know that he has an answer for us as his 
area hasn’t done any for a long time.  He is checking with other regions under what terms and 
conditions it can be done.  The District would probably have to pay for it unless Reclamation 
requested it.  We think it would cost $10,000-$20,000 range.  It is probably more of a long-term relief 
and will take 6 to 12 months.  It would look at the end user and recent financial records.  Ed expects 
that there is a standard to review the past 3 or 5 years which could dictate costs.  We will keep 
checking and will tell you that looking at the ability to pay you should be careful what you ask for as it 
might not go down and could go up.  Are there other ways to help?  The District asked about a 
deferral and he’s checking with Technical Service Center and other regions if anyone has used 
specific Reclamation Authorities, many are unique to each project.  If there is some way out there to 
help, they haven’t found it yet?  Ken asked if we should be reviewing the authorizing language?  Ed 
stated that there has been some discussion in the DPR about water supply, which has changed.  
Ken pointed out that there is a DPR on ability to pay.  Ed recommended that you don’t want to be 



messing around with the water supply and raise questions around CRSP participation and aid to 
irrigation.  Ed said maybe on the deferral.  Adam stated that Reclamation builds on itself from the 
1902 act and can be really tricky.  You have to import all the prior Reclamation laws that apply into 
the Dolores authorizing legislation.  Ed will keep looking at the authorities and give us some 
background on the authority to pay before the Board makes a final decision.  Adam stated that the 
fundamental assumptions of the project on the crop mixes have changed and we’ve had more 
unexpected drought cycles.  Don talked about one solution is to tougher on farm economics is to go 
to higher value crops, but that can set you up for bigger losses based on thin profit margins.  It’s 
hard to address the societal public benefits.  Economics has a tough time answering these.  Ed 
stated that based on Adam’s statement, you should be careful what you ask for.  If you go back to 
the fundamentals of the Project you have to review everything which could have unintended 
consequences.  Ken stated that he and the Board appreciates him coming down and the 
communication even though it is still a work in progress.   

Don stated that messaging is critical and having this discussion was valuable.  The Project is a 
success story and part of the story is the Farm and Ranch from the Indian water rights settlement.  
The passion of the Tribe for agriculture that parallels our full community is unique to us and the 
message has some power to it.  Ed said part of the story is people coming together.  Don says we 
are determined to make it work which is part of the message. 

One announcement, since we have Steve and Rich on line, was an announcement that CWCB has 
a contractor, Jacob Bornstein setting up a listening session on DM.  They want to hear about 
potential Colorado water use and impacts on communities and economies beyond direct impact to 
water users.  Set up for next Thursday June 17 (1:00-3:30).  Ken stated that he would send out to 
others in the SW Colorado.  This should reach local leaders.  The only study to date was the joint 
economics study by the conservation districts.  Don thought that it did not fully capture the full 
impacts and he doesn’t think that the economists have the tools to fully value cost impacts. 

FSA Interest Charges – Ken had farmers ask if there anything else we can do to help.  After the 
rate change, we only have interest rates.  We changed in March dropping from 1% to 0.5% per 
month.  Interest rates have continued to drop on investments.  Currently we are making .005% 
interest from Colotrust.  Cd’s are maybe 0.1% per month, just over 1% annually. 

Synopsis:  2021 FSA Irrigator interest rates on delinquent accounts are set by the Board.   
 
Background:  Back on March 11, the Board approved lowering the interest rate charged to Full-
Service irrigators on past delinquent bills, post 30 days, from 1% per month down to 0.5% per month 
until March 2022.  That action came out of continued water shortages in 2018 & 2020 and soft market 
conditions.  Since March the water shortage has hit all-time lows for the Dolores Project which adds 
additional financial stress on the Project rate payers.  So far, the Board has adjusted base rates down 
by $10/allocated acre foot with a corresponding increase to the delivery cost.  Early estimates put that 
revenue loss at $963K.  We continue to work with WAPA and BOR on some cost savings and financial 
support.  District cash flow continues sufficiently that we haven’t made a reserve fund transfer.  The 
final budget adjustment may be expected in the next month or two, but I would like to wait until we 
have more information or need a transfer from reserves.     
 
Of the 188 FSA billing accounts, four have not paid 2020 and probably won’t this year.  Two accounts 
have prepaid for the 2021 year.  154 have paid April’s bill, 119 have paid May also, 32 have not paid 
any 2021 bills.  The 2020 payment balance started the season at $574K of which $532K was paid off 
to turn on with $42K remaining from the four unpaid 2020 accounts.  $919K has been paid to DWCD 
this year to cover 2020 including and $387K for 2021 charges.  This leaves about $506K currently 
owed the District through June billing cycle, $42K for 2020 & $464K for 2021. Many accounts have a 
history of paying within 30 days to avoid all interest charges.  An interest rate cut definitely assists 
farmers in carrying hay stocks until later when sold, markets may improve, insurance claims are 
adjusted in 2022 and operating loans are renewed. 
 
Historically, the interest rate charged by DWCD is to avoid becoming the bank for operators, 
particularly under normal operations.  Any rate change is available to all accounts, but may not be 
universally utilized.  There are too many individual situation specifics to each account holder to predict 
how many will utilize and benefit from a lower rate.  In the current drought conditions, easing interest 
rates is one last minor form of assistance available from DWCD to FSA owners and operators.  All 
outstanding balances will be due prior to turning on in May of 2022. 
 
THCC has adopted charging to cover the lost interest revenue potential from outstanding accounts.  
Anything additional becomes the incentive/punitive side of interest collection.  Interest rates on the 
investment side remain flat or dropping.  Our last best CD quote from end of April was 1.0 – 1.25% 
annually for a 5-year commitment.  Colotrust is paying current yields of 0.005 to 0.045%, down from 
0.057 – 0.115% on January 4, 2021.  This indicates a monthly cost to District of 0 to 0.1% per month 
depending on where we place revenue and impact on reserves.     
 
Alternatives:  Hold interest rates on delinquent accounts at current 0.5% per month until March 2022 
or lower interest rates to further assist DWCD FSA owners & operators with the same or revised review 
date.   
 



GM Recommendation:  This is a balance between District needs, assistance to FSA accounts and 
fairness between FSA payers.  Since it is temporary due to extreme drought conditions, for about one 
year, I believe the District can financially manage a lower rate.  It definitely provides some assistance 
to FSA hit hard by the dry times.  I think setting a middle ground between forgone investment 
opportunity of effectively 0% and the current rate provides some balance between those that will use 
the lower rates and those that won’t.  I recommend that the DWCD Board lower the interest rate on 
delinquent accounts from 0.5% to 0.25% per month, 3% annually, until the April 2022 DWCD Board 
meeting. This would continue partnership with our FSA irrigation partners and largest District revenue 
source. 
 
 
Discussion:  Bruce pointed out that we just changed 3 months ago.  Bruce asked if the need is out 
there?  He speculated that some would need and some wouldn’t.  Godwin stated that every little bit 
we can help we should.  Ken tried to balance what the District needs and what the Farmers need.  
Don asked what we did in March and Ken stated that we dropped it from 1% to 0.5% with a 
commitment to revisit in March 2022.  Wes stated that we actually lowered last year to 0.5% and 
revisited in March and extended to next March.  Wes said it would go from 6% down to 3% APR.  If 
changed it will change on July’s billing. 

 

MOTION: TO SET A RATE OF .25% PER MONTH ON DELINQUENT ACCOUNTS UNTIL 
MARCH 2022 BOARD MEETING. 

  MOTION:  WES WILSON  
  SECOND: GODWIN OLIVER  
  MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY.  
 

Future Allocations / Class B / Block PP Capacities:  Staff is working on the notebooks discussed 
last month.  The TNC article in the mail out will be one of the materials to put in the book.  No new 
materials are provided in the packet.  Based on last month’s discussion and after the special Board 
meeting, we will probably continue the discussion in Executive Session.   

Ken stated that he would like to recommend that the Board formally take action to put a temporary 
moratorium on accepting any new petitions for Project irrigation water.  This would remain in place 
until the Board has reviewed system capacity and water supply leading to a policy and/or lifting of 
the moratorium.  Ken recommended setting out there at least 12 months.  I am working with Adam 
as to the form of Board action needed for a moratorium.    

Adam stated that it is identified as an Agenda Item with a potential for a decision.  Wes asked if the 
Engineering report would be ready by then, 12 months.   Ken stated that should give the Board time 
to see where they need to go with the water allocations and capacities. 

MOTION: TO TEMPORARILY PUT A MORATORIUM FOR 1 YEAR ON ACCEPTING ANY 
NEW FSA PETITIONS FOR PROJECT IRRIGATION WATER, IN ORDER FOR 
DWCD BOARD TO REVIEW SYSTEM CAPACITY AND WATER SUPPLY 
LEADING TO A POLICY AND/OR LIFTING OF THE MORATORIUM. 

 
  MOTION: DON SCHWINDT 
  SECOND: WES WILSON 
  MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY.  
 

Legal Report    

MVIC 87.3 CFS Water Rights Filing - Adam stated Jon Justus is still working through that with the 
State.  He hasn’t seen any updates. 

Totten Purchase and Sale Agreement – Adam stated that a draft Totten purchase and sales 
agreement was included in the mail out to the Board.  He would like to discuss in Executive Session 
to formulate a response. 

DWCD Participation in WQCC Rule 93 Lower Dolores Water - The Hearing is on Monday and no 
big changes have come out.  There were a lot of participants.  The focus was on anti-degradation, 
not a particular issue for DWCD.  Our issue is temperature, which isn’t changing.  It does set up 
review boards on the temperature standards that may allow working from the inside on ambient 
issues. 

Cortez MVIC Leasing – Adam stated that at the heart of the foundation of the project that future 
M&I supplies would come from the project supplies rather than MVIC historic supplies>  He does not 
necessarily agree and still wants to address the Board on this issue, but is tabling for the time being. 
 
 



MOTION: MOVE INTO EXECUTIVE SESSION PER CRS 24.6.402(b) TO OBTAIN ADVICE 
FROM COUNSEL AND CRS 24.6.402(e) MATTERS OF NEGOTIATION FOR 
DISCUSSIONS INCLUDING PURCHASE AGREEMENT FOR TOTTEN. 

  MOTION: WES WILSON 
  SECOND: SIMON MARTINEZ 
  MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY.  
 
RECESSED FOR EXECUTIVE SESSION AT 10:37 P.M. 
 
RECONVENED REGULAR MEETING AT 11:48 P.M. 
 
 
REPORT OUT OF EXECUTIVE SESSION 

Adam reported that in Executive Session the Board heard legal advice and discussed the Totten 
purchase.  The Board gave instructions to negotiators, but no decisions were made. 
 

Other 

Ken suggested future special meetings to work on issues so we are not trying to make decisions late 
in the evening. 

 
NEXT DWCD BOARD MEETING – Thursday, July 8, 2021 - 7:00 P.M. 
 
ADJOURNMENT Meeting adjourned at 11:51 P.M. 
 
 
 
 
 
              
Donald W. Schwindt, Secretary-Treasurer   Bruce Smart, President 
 
 

 


